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Abstract
Judging the veracity of a sentence making one
or more claims is an important and challenging
problem with many dimensions. The recent
FEVER task asked participants to classify in-
put sentences as either SUPPORTED, REFUTED
or UNSURE using Wikipedia as a source of true
facts. SURFACE does this task and explains
its decision through a selection of sentences
from the trusted source. Our multi-task neu-
ral approach uses semantic lexical frames from
FrameNet to jointly (i) find relevant eviden-
tial sentences in the trusted source and (ii) use
them to classify the input sentence’s veracity.
An evaluation of our efficient three-parameter
model on the FEVER dataset showed an im-
provement of 90% over the state-of-the-art
baseline on retrieving relevant sentences and
a 7˜0% relative improvement in classification.
1 Introduction
The Web and social media have made it easier for
people and organization to share information. Un-
fortunately, the information is often false, whether
the source knows it or not. Even worse, a recent
study (Vosoughi et al., 2018) showed that false
information spreads online “significantly farther,
faster, deeper, and more broadly than the truth”
in all of the categories of information studied.
This phenomenon has raised interest in develop-
ing automated techniques that can help combat the
problem by analyzing a natural language sentence
making one or more claims and classifying its as
likely to be true, likely to be false or uncertain.
In general, this is a hard task for humans and
even more so for machines. One reason is that
there are many reasons to consider a fact to be
suspicious. For example, the source (if known)
may be untrustworthy or have a motivation to lie,
the information may be dated, it might be in con-
flict with common-sense knowledge, or it might
simply reflect an falsehood that is commonly be-
lieved by many. Computer systems that extract
facts from text suffer from the additional problem
of faulty algorithms that misunderstand the mean-
ing of the text, introducing incorrect statements in
their knowledge graphs.
We describe SURFACE, a system that takes an
English sentence that makes one or more claims
and classifies it as either as either SUPPORTED,
REFUTED, or UNSURE using the text in Wikipedia
as a reasonably trustworthy source of true facts. It
also selects a set of Wikipedia sentences to sup-
port, justify, and explain its decision.
Verifying the information from the textual claim
relies on two broad and complex subtasks: the first
is an information retrieval based task to help iden-
tify pieces of evidence that could help support or
refute the claim. The second subtask is classi-
fying the claim, based on the retrieved evidence.
To understand better, consider Table 1. For the
given claim, relevant sentences are required to be
identified from the entire corpus, like Wikipedia.
Such a searching process results in finding rele-
vant sentences, among which some are actually
helpful for verification, some less so, and oth-
ers not at all. In this example, three evidence
sentences are retrieved out of which Evidence1
and Evidence2 are clearly useful while Evidence3
is less so. Therefore, the full claim verification
process can be broken down into four individual
steps: (1) identifying relevant documents, (2) ex-
tracting relevant sentences from them, (3) deter-
mining each sentence’s utility for the claim verifi-
cation, and (4) classifying the claim, based on the
retrieved evidence.
SURFACE addresses the problem of a three-
label classification of the claim—as either SUP-
PORTED, REFUTED or UNSURE—and provides an
explanation in the form of evidential sentences
that were most useful in making the decision.
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Claim: Maximum Overdrive is only a 1980 romance
film.
Output: REFUTED
Evidence-1 (e1): Maximum Overdrive is a 1986 Amer-
ican science fiction horror dark comedy film written and
directed by Stephen King.
Evidence-2 (e2):In 1988 , Maximum Overdrive was
nominated for “ Best Film ” at the International Fantasy
Film Awards .
Evidence-3 (e3): The film stars Emilio Estevez , Pat
Hingle , Laura Harrington , and Yeardley Smith.
Table 1: SURFACE takes a sentence making a claim,
classifies it as SUPPORTED, REFUTED, or UNSURE and
provides evidence explaining the decision in the form
of sentences extracted from a trusted text corpus.
There have been many approaches to identify
“fake news,” (see our discussion later in the paper)
but most have focused on the classification itself
and few on explaining why the classification was
made (Thorne et al., 2018).
In this paper we demonstrate and discuss how
to use a semantic frame-based approach for claim
verification. We describe an end-to-end system
that (i) learns the sentence representation from
the frame-based evidence sentences, (ii) deter-
mines their utility, and (iii) classifies a claim ei-
ther as SUPPORTED, REFUTED or UNSURE. We
present three parameter-efficient end-to-end mod-
els with increasing levels of sophistication: VER-
IFIER, VERIFIER + MULTITASK, and VERIFIER
+ MULTITASK USING GUMBEL UTILITY. Multi-
tasks model performs better than the recent state-
of-the-art approach on the large FEVER dataset
that contains nearly 180,000 claims extracted from
Wikipedia and annotated by a team of researchers.
2 Related Work
Although there has been considerable work fact
and news verification, no work has explored the
use of semantically rich lexical resources like
FrameNet in the process. We briefly review re-
lated work on two variations on the problem: veri-
fying facts from a knowledge graph, such as Wiki-
data, and verifying claims directly from text, such
as sentences in a newswire article.
2.1 Schematic Fact Verification
We describe approaches that assume the claim to
be verified is expressed in a structured format,
typically as a triple in a knowledge graph ex-
pressing a relation between a subject and object,
e.g. (:BarackObama, :president of, :Germany),
grounded in a schema (minimal or rich).
Web search approaches, like OpenEval (Samadi
et al., 2013), analyze search engine results to ver-
ify if the fact is correct or incorrect. Simple sys-
tems do not consider the bias or reliability of
retrieved text sources, a drawback addressed by
Samadi et al. (2016), which considers the contra-
dictory information from sources and use it to as-
sign score to each of the fact using probabilistic
soft logic (Brocheler et al., 2012).
Rule-based systems use a fixed set of rules, typ-
ically grounded in logic, and formatted as an op-
timization problem. Pujara et al. (2013) scores a
claim using rules that check schema constraints
(e.g., a relation’s domain, range, cardinality) and
plausible inferences involving other claims using
Markov Logic Network (Richardson and Domin-
gos, 2006), projecting the problem into a continu-
ous space and scoring facts on how well they sat-
isfy the rules. The approach was extended to as-
sign scores to sets of claims, rather than individ-
ual ones, with minimal supervised data (Ojha and
Talukdar, 2017). Such rule-based approaches are
limited by the richness of the knowledge graph’s
schema and additional inference rules, both of
which require manual construction or an indepen-
dent (and difficult) learning task.
Some systems use an an ensemble-based ap-
proach where a claim’s authenticity is determined
using multiple variations of the claims. Yu et al.
(2014) uses an unsupervised iterative approach to
distill truthful from false facts and Nakashole and
Mitchell (2014) determines the truthfulness of the
fact using linguistic features and evaluates the ob-
jectivity of the documents. Ensemble approaches
are helpful but their reliance on diverse variants is
a serious limiting factor.
SURFACE’s approach avoids these limitations
as it is not dependent on black-box search en-
gines, does not use low-coverage and hard-to-
maintain rules, and doesn’t require multiple claim
instances. Its use of frame-analyses for both
claims and evidence significantly improve match-
ing. Padia et al. (2018b) use frame-analysis but re-
strict their experiments to schema-backed claims,
and do not consider free text claims. However,
they restrict their experiments to schema-backed
claims, and they do not consider free text, or non-
schematic, claims as we do here.
Figure 1: Architectural diagram of SURFACE’s approach with three parameter-efficient models with increasing
level of diversity using semantically rich information retrieval. Here e1 and e2 are sample evidence sentences.
Dashed box immediate below the text indicates the frames triggered by the text.
2.2 Text Based Claim/News Verification
Most work on evaluating facts in textual sources
like newswire and social media uses supervised
approaches and manual feature engineering. Gal-
braith et al. (2018) uses word n-grams and sets
of predefined refuting words. Pe´rez-Rosas et al.
(2017) builds an SVM classifier that uses n-grams,
psycholinguistic features, syntactic, and other lin-
guistic features to identify whether an entire news
article is suspect. Such approaches requires ex-
pert knowledge to manually design features for
the task. The limitations of feature engineering
was relaxed and, in some cases, performance im-
proved by using neural network based approaches
to learn a claim and evidence representation auto-
matically from the text. Qi Zeng, Quan Zhou, and
Shanshan Xu (2018) show that bi-directional RNN
models outperform hand-crafted features. Addi-
tionally, Sean Bird, Doug Sibley, and Yuzi Pan
(2017) demonstrate that combining features and
representation of the claim and evidence helps to
achieve better performance. One of the winning
teams of the Fake News Challenge (fnc) used a
single layer perceptron with term frequency as the
input vector along with the cosine similarity score
between the claim and evidence for classification
(Riedel et al., 2017).
Kochkina et al. (2018) uses a multi-task neu-
ral network to learn representations for stance and
rumor detection, tracking, and verification. Our
work differs by exploring the impact of seman-
tically rich, frame-based evidence retrieval and
matching and using a multi-task approach to learn
better representations for classification and select-
ing evidence to explain the classification.
Even though several studies have been con-
ducted to verify the claim of different types, no ex-
tensive study is made to understand the combina-
tion of semantically-informed feature with recent
neural approaches for claim verification. While
Padia et al. (2018a) use semantic parses to as-
sist claim verification, their study is limited: they
do not study how evidence and claim representa-
tion affect claim verification performance. In this
study we fill this gap by proposing multiple mod-
els to understand the effect of sentence representa-
tion for claim verification task and also provide in-
sights into when one model is better then another.
3 Approach
We describe each of the steps of our approach to
verify the truthfulness of a claim. Input to the
system is the text of a claim and the output is a
classification of the claim as SUPPORTED or RE-
FUTED or UNSURE. Additionally, if the decision is
SUPPORTED or REFUTED, an evidence sentence is
also provided to explain the decision. For each in-
put claim the following three steps are performed:
(1) evidence retrieval finds potentially useful sen-
tences to either help support or refute the claim;
(2) evidence utility (optionally) learns to predict
how useful each piece of retrieved evidence is; and
(3) verification or refutation of the claim, based
on the evidence and its predicted utility. Fig. 1
summarizes the process and architecture of each of
our three models—(i) VERIFIER, (ii) VERIFIER +
MULTITASK, and (iii) VERIFIER + MULTITASK
USING GUMBEL UTILITY.
We process each of the claims using a named
entity recognition system to identify the named en-
tities and frame extraction to annotate the claim
with frames from FrameNet 1.7, using the the
Thrift-based CONCRETE schema for annotation
representation. Similarly, we used a previously
annotated version of Wikipedia in which each of
the documents were annotated with same named
entity tagger and frame annotator (Ferraro et al.,
2014).
3.1 Evidence Retrieval
We decompose the evidence retrieval task into two
separate subtasks: document retrieval finds rele-
vant documents that contain possible evidence and
sentence retrieval to select the relevant evidence
sentences from the retrieved documents. We note
that this decomposition is a heuristic approach for
evidence retrieval; theoretically, our models are
not restricted to this two-step approach.
3.1.1 Document Retrieval.
To find potentially relevant semantically anno-
tated Wikipedia articles, we first identified enti-
ties mentioned within the claim. Then, we at-
tempted to match each entity to a corresponding
Wikipedia page. We used an exact string match
to associate entities with a Wikipedia page. As
our aim in this work is to examine semantic re-
trieval and classification, we intentionally opted
for a straight-forward initial retrieval step; while
undoubtedly a more complex document retrieval
could result in an improved classification system,
our results demonstrate that even simple lexical
matching methods can not only be effective, but
can lead to a 100% improvement over prior efforts.
3.1.2 Sentence Retrieval.
For each of the retrieved documents, we select sen-
tences that contain at least one of the frames that
was triggered by the claim using exactly matches.
We can supplement the semantic retrieval with
task-specific retrieval information. Consider that
we might know a priori that evidence is likely to
come from certain parts of a document. For exam-
ple, as with Thorne et al. (2018)’s FEVER task,
evidence sentences are almost all drawn from the
first few sentences of a document. Knowing infor-
mation like this about a particular task can help
ensure that the system can both learn to recog-
nize and utilize relevant, important pieces of ev-
idence, and also learn to discount irrelevant or bad
pieces of evidence. That is, while we do not want
to blindly rely, prima facie, on all possible task-
specific sentences, retrieving and then using them
wisely can help the overall model focus on learn-
ing effective classification representations.
We note that further post-processing on the re-
trieved sentences can be done, depending on con-
text and task specifications. We consider further
processing of the evidence in the multi-task set-
ting (explained later) depending on the sentence
representation.
3.2 Evidence Utility Prediction.
The retrieval described above—using only coarse
named entity and semantic frame matching—is a
general procedure and does not utilize any task or
corpus-specific tailoring. To hepl refine the re-
trieval, our models allow each piece of evidence
to be evaluated for its utility in the task at hand.
Though the precise formulation varies based on
the model, at a high-level this utility prediction is
simply a binary classifier, e.g., logistic regression,
that uses the learned sentence representations e(2)i
to predict the utility uˆi ∈ {0, 1}, e.g., with a logis-
tic regression model p(uˆi | e(2)i ).
While the utility predictor can help refine the
retrieval to learn what are truly uninformative sen-
tences (e.g., those sentences that were erroneously
retrieved), it can also learn task-dependent specifi-
cations on what should or should not be retrieved.
For example, a retrieved evidence sentence may
not have anything to do with the claim; in this
case, it would have been retrieved erroneously. On
the other hand, an evidence sentence may be top-
ically relevant, but, for idiosyncratic reasons, it is
deemed to be irrelevant.1
3.3 Claim Classification.
In this section we describe our 3 models (i) VER-
IFIER, (ii) VERIFIER + MULTITASK, and (iii)
VERIFIER + MULTITASK USING GUMBEL UTIL-
ITY. Each of the retrieved sentences in the previ-
ous step could be in the following category (1) the
sentence was useful and helps in making decision
about claim truthfulness, (2) the sentence was use-
ful but was outside the pre-decided scope within
the document document (due to a design choice),
and (3) the sentence can be not useful irrespective
of the pre-decided scope of the evidence.
3.3.1 Claim and Evidence representation.
We consider the average bag-of-word embeddings
for a given claim and evidence as its initial repre-
sentation. We used pretrained word embeddings
from Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) to compute
the average of the word embeddings. We asso-
ciate the claim with the evidence using cosine
similarity. As described in our experimental sec-
tion, initializing each claim’s and evidence’s rep-
resentation with their averaging bag-of-words em-
beddings resulted in significant performance gains
against the previous FEVER baseline approaches
(Thorne et al., 2018). Although in many of our
experiments we refine these initial sentence repre-
sentations with MLPs, as we discuss, more diverse
and sophisticated techniques can be appliedwhich
will most likely improve the results.
3.3.2 Mapping out-of-scope frame-based
evidence to in-scope evidence.
Scope of the evidence for a claim plays an im-
portant role in determining the truthfulness of the
claim. Assuming the scope is limited to introduc-
tion of a Wikipedia page, a mapping technique is
required to map the frames based evidence sen-
tences (especially out of scope of the introduc-
tion but could be still relevant). We use Jac-
card token based similarity between the introduc-
tion sentences and the frame sentences and use
Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn, 1955) to find opti-
mal mapping. Other similarity measures beside
Jaccard, like neural-based sentence similarity or
other classifier-based similarity techniques, could
be used to match sentences. Both due to space
1 These concerns are not theoretical; previous well-known
information extraction tasks encounter these types of rele-
vancy issues (Sundheim, 1992; Over and Yen, 2004).
constraints and overall ease of understanding, we
use the Jaccard similarity—a widely applicable
and well-studied measure—exclusively in our ex-
periments.
3.3.3 Model Specifications.
Our three models, (i) VERIFIER , (ii) VERIFIER
+ MULTITASK (Verifier+MT), and (iii)VERIFIER
+ MULTITASK USING GUMBEL UTILITY (Veri-
fier+MT+G), all models take claims and retrieved
evidence sentences as input. Both Verifier+MT
and Verifier+MT+G use a multi-task setting to
verify the claim and judge each evidence’s util-
ity; the differences between Verifier+MT and Ver-
ifier+MT+G are in how they use these utility judg-
ments to further fine tune each sentence’s rep-
resentation. Unlike both Verifier+MT and Veri-
fier+MT+G, Verifier classifies only the claim, us-
ing all retrieved evidence and without learning a
utility model over the evidence.
Model 1: VERIFIER. We set VERIFIERto a
parameter-efficient two-layer tron MLP. Figure 1
shows that each layer in the model learn a more
abstract representation than the previous layer.
Eq.(1-4) describes the process.
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The activation functions g(1), g(2) are set to rec-
tified linear unit (ReLU) (Krizhevsky et al., 2012)
and softmax is provides the probability distribu-
tion over the labels. We concatenate the evidence
sentences and combine the average of word em-
beddings from the claim, average of word embed-
dings for the evidence sentences, and the cosine
similarity between the claim and the averaged ev-
idence.
Model 2: VERIFIER + MULTITASK. We con-
sider the VERIFIERfrom the previous section for
multi-task capability to produce VERIFIER +
MULTITASK. The VERIFIER provides the classifi-
cation from the claim but does not provide insight
about the utility evidence sentence as the evidence
frame based sentences could be useful or not use-
ful depending on the scope of the evidence and rel-
evance with the claim. Hence we consider multi-
task setting for the model where the first-task is to
identify the truthfulness of the claim (3-way clas-
sification), and the second task is to identify the
utility of the evidence sentences (2-way classifica-
tion) if a sentence is useful or not.
Consider the equations Eq. 5 - 13 into three
parts, learning the claim representation (Eq. 5 -
7 ), learning evidence representation (Eq. 8 - 11),
and classification (Eq 12 - 13).
HereE(·) is a embedding function that provides
the initial representation for sentence and claim .
Here c(1), c(2) is the abstract representation of the
claim. We set activation function g(1)c and g
(2)
c to
be ReLU. More abstract representation is obtained
using (6) and (7).
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Similarly, we learn evidence representation and
compute the cosine similarity to associate it with
the claim. We sampleK evidence from the pool of
evidence for a given claim. We learn common rep-
resentation among the sentences by sharing the pa-
rameters W (1)e ,W
(2)
e ,W
(3)
e , b
(1)
e , b
(2)
e , b
(3)
e among
the sampled sentences with the intuition that the
words used across the sentences will provide use-
ful clue to the classifiers and help differentiate use-
ful sentences from the not useful ones. Moreover,
sharing the parameter help reduces the number of
parameters2. Once latent representation is learned
we take the average eavg across all the evidence
representation to be considered for final classifica-
tion.
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Finally, we concatenate the evidence representa-
tion and the claim representation and find a prob-
ability distribution across all claim labels using
softmax (Eq. 12). Similarly, we find sentence
utility for each of the K sentence (Eq 13).
yˆc = softmax
(
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c
)
(12)
uˆi = softmax(W
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e ) (13)
2We tried separate parameters for each evidence and
found performance to be poorer compared to shared parame-
ter models.
Model 3: VERIFIER + MULTITASK USING
GUMBEL UTILITY. Computing evidence sen-
tence utility in the multi-task setting gives insight
about the evidence, but the model is unable to
modify the sentence representation with its util-
ity for classification because the values are dis-
crete rather than continuous. Using the utilities
directly in the classification of the claim in the last
layer of the model is not possible as the stochas-
tic neural networks cannot update its weights in
backpropagation. We approximate the discrete
utility variable with a continuous variable using
Gumbel-Softmax trick (Jang et al., 2016), yield-
ing the VERIFIER + MULTITASK USING GUM-
BEL UTILITY model to incorporate utilities of the
sentences at the time of predicting claim classifi-
cation.
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Motivation for the Gumbel-Softmax distribution
is Gumbel-Max (Gumbel, 1954; Maddison et al.,
2014) trick where the idea is to add Gumbel noise
with size same as the number of discrete vari-
able independently sampled and taking the argmax
hence the name Gumbel-Max. However, the
argmax is not a continuous operation and hence
argmax is approximated with Softmax to make it
continuous. The quality of the approximation of
the Gumbel-Softmax distribution from a discrete
distribution is handled by a hyper parameter called
temperature τ . Lower the value of τ closer the
distribution to discrete distribution. We consider
the binary utility classification of the sentence as
discrete and add Gumbel noise to it. Broader un-
derstanding about the topic can be found in (Jang
et al., 2016).
For this model we keep the procedure to learn
the claim representation to be the same as (Eq.
5-7). However, we modify the operation to clas-
sify the utility of sentences using (Eq.14-24) The
difference between the VERIFIER + MULTITASK
USING GUMBEL UTILITY and VERIFIER + MUL-
TITASK is consideration of sentence representa-
tion. In VERIFIER + MULTITASK USING GUM-
BEL UTILITY the abstract sentence representation
is modified with the Gumbel utility with the outer
product, and hence the model considered modified
sentence representation.
4 Experiments
In this section we explore and describe the im-
pact of frame-based semantic retrieval on classi-
fier ability to discriminate false claims from true
ones. We consider the following research ques-
tions: (i) How good is IR performance using only
frame-based sentence retrieval? (ii) How does the
multi-tasking of utility and claim classification ef-
fect the overall performance? (iii) Does changing
the number of evidence sentences influence per-
formance? (iv) Does combining frame sentences
with FEVER sentences with limited scope effect
performance?
4.0.1 Datasets.
We used the large FEVER dataset with 145.5K
Train and 20K Development claims along
with human-selected evidence sentence from
Wikipedia article introduction sections. Since the
dataset’s 20K test claims have not been released,
we evaluate our approach on the development
dataset and on the training dataset with five-fold
cross validation. Statistics for each are shown in
Table 2. We used two sets of sentences: FEVER
sentences drawn from the introduction section
of the Wikipedia articles, and frame-annotated
sentences from the entire Wikipedia article.
We collected and trained the model based on
the frame based sentences as described in the
approach section.
4.0.2 Performance Metrics, Baseline and
Models.
We used the FEVER-provided script (FEVER,
2018) that considers a claim correctly classified
when both the IR and classification parts are cor-
rect. For SUPPORTED and REFUTED the predicted
evidence set should match the human annotators’
and mismatches effect the precision and recall
metrics. For UNSURE, the label must be correct
and evidence criteria is relaxed. It uses preci-
sion, recall and F1 for IR and accuracy for classi-
Dataset #claims Avg. Avg.
#Doc (IR) #Sent. (IR)
Train 145,449 18.631 1.1348
Dev 19,998 9.5828 1.1082
Table 2: Statistics for claims from FEVER dataset
(from Wikipedia articles introduction sections) and
number of documents and sentence retrieved by SUR-
FACE (from the entire Wikipedia articles)
Approach P R F1
Verifier-1 0.3772 0.2604 0.3081
Verifier-2 0.3772 0.2604 0.3081
Verifier-1+MT+G 0.3772 0.2604 0.3081
Verifier-2+MT+G 0.3772 0.2604 0.3081
Verifier-1+MT+G(u=10) 0.6153 0.0902 0.1573
Verifier-2+MT+G(u=10) 0.6249 0.0883 0.1547
Verifier-1+MT 0.3772 0.2604 0.3081
Verifier-2+MT 0.3772 0.2604 0.3081
Verifier-1+MT(u=10) 0.6257 0.0882 0.1546
Verifier-2+MT(u=10) 0.6257 0.0883 0.1548
Table 3: IR performance on Train, cross validation
fication. It combines IR and classification perfor-
mance to compute the overall score, called FEVER
score.3
• FEVER Baseline. At the time of writ-
ing the only peer-reviewed publicly avail-
able baseline is from Thorne et al. (2018).
This FEVER baseline does the IR task us-
ing TF-IDF with a claim to retrieve docu-
ments and selects the top-l for evidence ex-
traction. Sentence level TF-IDF is then used
to find sentences most similar to the claim.
It uses a state-of-the-art RTE model, Decom-
posable Attention (DA) (Parikh et al., 2016b),
to model the claim and evidence.
• VERIFIER. We evaluated our verifier with
one (Verifier-1) and two (Verifier-2) layers.
During the evaluation we found slight im-
provement in performance when the addi-
tional layer was added.
• VERIFIER + MULTITASK USING GUM-
BEL UTILITY (Verifier+MT+G). In addi-
tion to learning an abstract representation, we
add an auxiliary task of identifying the util-
ity of the sentences to handle cases where
the frame-based sentences would be out of
3We used momentum based Stochastic Gradient Descent
with learning rate of 0.01, decay of 1e-6, and momentum of
0.9. We set L2 regularizer to 0.1, dropout of 0.5 only for first
verifier in our case MLP and trained for 50 epoch.
Approach FEVER Score ACC
Verifier-1 0.1443 0.55024
Verifier-2 0.1709 0.5636
Verifier-1+MT+G 0.2446 0.6495
Verifier-2+MT+G 0.2564 0.6629
Verifier-1+MT+G(u=10) 0.1554 0.6508
Verifier-2+MT+G(u=10) 0.1535 0.6540
Verifier-1+MT 0.2504 0.6539
Verifier-2+MT 0.2564 0.6927
Verifier-1+MT(u=10) 0.1529 0.6679
Verifier-2+MT(u=10) 0.1773 0.6909
Table 4: Classification performance on Train, cross
validation
the scope of the introduction but may be
relevant as evidence. For the multi-task
settings with Gumbel-Softmax distribution
(Jang et al., 2016), we consider two models
with one layer (Verifier-1+MT+G) and two
layers (Verifier-2+MT+G).
• VERIFIER + MULTITASK (Verifier+MT)
These are similar to (Verifier+MT+G) but in-
stead of considering the outer product of the
sentence latent representation and Gumbel-
Softmax utility, they take the direct sentence
representation without modification of the
evidence sentences for claim and sentence
utility classification.
4.1 Results and Discussion
We did initial experiments on 5 fold cross valida-
tion of the training dataset; these results are given
in the Tables 3 and 4. We report our evaluation re-
sults on development dataset in Tables 5 and 6. As
of submission, this development dataset is the only
publicly available evaluation dataset for FEVER.
4.1.1 IR and Classification Performance
(Train 5-fold).
Tables 3 and 4 show the model performance us-
ing five-fold training with each fold containing
nearly 30K claims. It is clear that two layers
perform better compared to one layer. Moreover
changing the sentence representation with utility
value (Verifier-2+MT+G) with Gumbel noise re-
sults in lower performance compared to consider-
ing raw sentence representation (Verifier-2+MT).
Even though the performance of Gumbel is lower
due to its complexity we found increasing training
epochs to 100 give some performance gain. More-
over, just performing the frame matching to obtain
evidence without post-processing to remove zero
(a) Gumbel ACC (b) MTM ACC
(c) Gumbel Precision (d) MTM Precision
(e) Gumbel F1 (f) MTM F1
Figure 2: Performance study of changing K and M val-
ues, and using the utilities as post-processing. Darker
the color the worser the performance. Heat maps are
based on 10 number of sentences.
utility evidences gets the score higher compared
to other models that does post-processing on IR
sentences (denoted by u=10).
4.1.2 IR Performance (Dev).
As evident from Table 5, our frame-based ap-
proach achieves F1 of 0.3284 which is signif-
icantly better than the baseline, with a relative
improvement of 90%. Moreover, frame-based
retrieval gives higher precision and better recall
compared to the other non-machine learning based
retrieval method like TF-IDF (as used in the base-
line models). When we consider multitasking (de-
noted MT), the classification score increases dras-
tically. Although we argue that precision is more
appropriate for evidence retrieval, we note that
post-process removal of evidence can harm recall,
and subsequently F1.
4.1.3 Classification Performance (Dev).
Table 6 shows the results on development dataset
using FEVER score and the classification accu-
racy. Baseline state-of-the-art RTE decompos-
Approach P R F1
FEVER (MLP) – – 0.1718
FEVER (DA) – – 0.1718
Verifier-2 0.4524 0.2577 0.3284
Verifier-2+MT+G 0.4524 0.2577 0.3284
Verifier-2+MT+G(u=10) 0.6182 0.0897 0.1567
Verifier-2+MT 0.4524 0.2577 0.3284
Verifier-2+MT(u=10) 0.7273 0.0533 0.0993
Table 5: IR Performance on Dev with u=10.
Approach ACC FEVER Score
FEVER (MLP) 0.4186 0.1942
FEVER (DA) 0.5137 0.3127
Verifier-2 0.39 0.1153
Verifier-2+MT+G 0.6192 0.3149
Verifier-2+MT+G(u=10) 0.6213 0.2501
Verifier-2+MT 0.6518 0.3452
Verifier-2+MT(u=10) 0.6519 0.2554
Table 6: Classification performance on Dev.
able attention (Parikh et al., 2016a) with TF-IDF
retrieval gives better performance compared to
VERIFIER. However, the best classification per-
formance is achieved when the multi-task setting
is considered. VERIFIER + MULTITASK perfor-
mance is better compared to the rest and Veri-
fier+MT+G model as the Verifier+MT does not
change the sentence representation with its outer
product of utility and representation. Moreover,
considering the post-processing of the retrieved
evidences sentences reduces the F1 score eventu-
ally impacting the FEVER score and reducing its
numbers denoted by u=10.
4.2 Ablation Study
We also measured the effect of considering ad-
ditional sentences from the scope along with the
frame sentences. Figures 2 show heat maps for
varying number of sentences sample from frame
sentences (denoted by K) and number of sentences
sampled from FEVER corpus (denoted by M). In-
creasing the number of frame sentences gradu-
ally increases the performance and starts to re-
duce with sentences more than the average num-
ber of sentences. Similarly, performance reduces
by adding introduction sentences.
5 Conclusion
We described SURFACE, a prototype automated
systems that can test the validity of a sentence
making one of more claims and justifies its de-
cision by producing sentences from Wikipedia
that support or refute the claims. Our multi-
task neural approach uses semantic lexical frames
from FrameNet to jointly (i) find relevant sen-
tences in Wikipedia (ii) use them to classify the
input sentence’s veracity. An evaluation of our
efficient three-parameter model on the FEVER
dataset showed relative improvement of 90% over
the state-of-the-art baseline on retrieving relevant
sentences and a nearly 70% relative improvement
in classifying the input sentences.
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